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Federal  Reserve  System.Assessing  the impact  of changes  in the growth  rate of money  on the
pattern of nominal  interest rate movements  has  been  an important  'i  ssue  in
research  on the transmission  mechanism  of monetary  policy.  Traditjonal
analysis  of the effects of an increase  in the growth  rate of noney  on
nominal  interest rates hypothesized  a styl ized response  pattern of an
initjal  decline in jnterest rates, called the liquidity  effect,  followed  by
a rise  in interest rates from  the combined  impact  of income  and  price
expectatjons  effects.  The  liquidity  effect  from  faster money  growth
reflects the fall  in interest rates required  to equate  the supply  and
demand  for real money  balances  following the acceleration  in money  supply
growth.  The  income  effect from  an acceleration  in money  growLh  refens  to
the upward  Dressure  on interest rates from  a fli  se in nominal  income. The
'increase  in nominal  jncome  results from  the combined  impact  of any  rise  in
real money  balances  and  real sector growth  generated  by the monetary
stimulus.  The  price expectations  effect reflects any  altered expectations
of the impact  of faster money  gro\^/th  on price inflation.  Higher  price
expectations  wi1l also tend to push  up interest rates.  The  response
pattern of interest rates to a more  accommodative  monetary  pol  icy is thus
critical1y  dependent  upon  the strength  of the liquidity  effect and  the
speed  of adjustment  to the jncome  and  price expectations  effects.
The  early literature  on this  issue--Fniedman  [1964], Cagan  [1966]
--confirmed  a fairly  long  response  time of as much  as one  to t\,/o  years
between  the initial  decline in interest rates from  accelerated  money  growth
and  the reversal of thjs  pattern to higher nomjna'l  interest rates.  Later
work  by Cagan  and  Gandolfi  [1969]  found  that interest rates declined  for
six months  following an jncrease  in money  growth  and  thereafter began  to2
rise.  Gibson  [1970]  reported  a time lag of between  four to nine months
between  the jnitjal  decline and  subsequent  turnaround  in interest rates.
The  time 1ag  varied with the definjtion  of money  and  jnterest rates used  in
the estimat'ion.
More  recent  empirical  work  on the relationship between  money
growth  and  nominal  interest rate changes  ejther finds no relationship
between  these  variables or a cons'iderably  shorter adjustment  path between
the initial  decline and  eventual  rise  in interest rates from  accelerated
money  growth.  Findings  reported  by Wilcox  [1983], Hoehn  [1983], Mehra
[1985], and  Reichenstein  [1987]  for the period including much  of the decade
of the 1970's  do not identify a significant negative  effect of money  growth
on interest rates.  Other  work  for the period including Br"own  and  Santoni
[1983]  and  l,4e1vin  [1983]  report a temporary,  significant decline in
interest rates but the time 1ag  between  the initial  drop and  subsequent
increase  in interest rates was  only one  month  or less.  Melvinrs  [1983]
results indicate that interest rates moved  above  their original  1eve1  by
the second  month  after a monetary  acceleration.
These  recent studies  conclude  that the shortened  resDonse  time to
a change  jn monetary  growth  reflects the impact  of changes  'in Federal
Reserve  operating  procedures  when  the Federal  Reserve  began  announcing
tanget growth  ranges  for money. In additjon, arguments  ane  given  that
agents  adjusted  their  expectations  of price movements  more  quickiy duning
that period  of high price inflation.  Prior to the high inflation years  of
the 1970s,  pol.icymakers  tended  to believe that expansionary  monetary  pol  jcy
would  sign'ificantly lotver  interest rates for a considerable  duration.  InJ
contrast, beginning  in the mjd-1970s,  U.S.  monetary  pol  icy was  formulated
more  wjth the view  that high interest rates vrere  the result of an
accommodative  monetary  pol  icy that fueled inflationary expectations. As a
result,  policymakers  tended  to respond  to risjng  interest rates by lowering
money  growth.  This jnstitutional  change  induced  investors  to respond
quickly to iarger-than-anticipated  increases  in the money  supply  by bidding
down  the price of fixed-income  securities in anticipation of subsequent
Federal Reserve  efforts  to decelerate money  growth. I
Estimates  of the formation  of inflation  expectations  reported  by
Blejer [1978], Cornel  l  [1983], and  l'lehra  [1985]  indicate that the lag
between  money  growth  and  inflation  also shortened  considerably  during the
1970s. These  studies, together  with work  on the theory of rational
expectations  and  market  efficiency,  indicate that inflationary expectations
can  adiust quite quickly, part'icularly  when  the level of inflatjon  is
9
high. -  The  combined  effect of rapid adjustments  in jnflationary
expectat'ions  and  quick jnvestor response  to anticipated changes  jn monetary
policy can  offset the short-run liquidity  effect.  Hence,  even  in the very
short-run, the net effect of a change  in money  growth  on jnterest rates js
unce  rta  i  n.
Most  of  the recent work from the 1970s  through 1983  on the
relationship between  money  growth  and interest rates indicates that
monetary  acceleration  has  had  an essentially neutral impact  on short-lerm
interest rates.  Since  then, however,  the relationship may  again  have
changed.  In the recent  past, financial innovations  and  deregulation  of
financial markets  occasionally  have  combjned  to make  the monetaryaggregates  iess valuable  guides  in formulating  monetary  pol  icy.  Thi  s
induced  the Federal  Reserve  to alter  operating  procedures  in late 1982
toward greater emphasis  on jnterest  rates and away  from monetary  aggregate
targets. Moreover,  jn 1987  the Federal  Reserve  decl  jned  to specify a target
growth  range  for the narrow  M1  aggregate.  3  In addition to this  change  in
operating  procedures,  the relationship between  inflation  and  money  growtl^
also appears  to have  changed.  Since  1983,  the rate of inflation  has  slowed
considerably  despite accelerated  money  growth.  From  1983  through  1986
jnflation  averaged  3.2 percent  while the average  rate of increase  in the
narrow  M1  aggregate,  though  variable, [las  9.8 percent.  That  compares  to
average  growth  in M1  of 6.6 percent  from  1979  through  1982,  the height of
the recent inflationary environment  in the U.S. when  the CPI  recorded
average  annual  increases  of approximately  10  percent.
The  change  'i  n Federal  Reserve  operating  procedures  together  vrith
the deceleration  in inflation  may  have  again  altered the response  pattern
of interest rates to changes  in money  growth.  In an attempt  to verify
thjs,  we  extend  the existing empirical  work  on lhe relatjonship between
money  growth  and  shorl-term  i  nterest r  ates through  1986. Fo  ll owi  ng  Mi  shki  n
[1983], we  employ  the efficient  markets-rational  expectations  approach.
This approach  has  the advantage  of imposing  a theoretjcal structure on the
problem  that allows both easieLi nterpretation of the empirical results and
more  powerful  stati stical  tests.  The  period examined  is fnom  1959-1986.
Different from  both l'lishkinrs  [1983]  findings for the period 1959-76,  and
Reichensteinrs  [1987]  extension  of Mishkinrs  work  for the period 1959-1983,
lhe results obtained  'in this  study  verify the exjstence  of a short-run9
l  iquidity  effect.  lloreover,  results reported  on the formation  of inflatjon
expectations  estimated  over the lengLhened  period, i959-1986,  also indicate
that the role of money  growth  in the formation  of inflation  expectations
may  have  changed  in the 1980's.  In contrast  with previous  findings,
including  Mishkjn  [1983],  Mehra  [1985j  and  Re'ichenstein  [1987],  money
growth  did not emerge  as a significant determjnant  in the formation  of
price expectations  during the period 1959-1986.
II.  THE  MODEL
The  theor"y  of efficient  markets,  or rational expectatjons,
postulates  that  interest rates in fjnancial markets  reflect alI  avaiIable
information.  l'1ore  forma11y,  the rational expectations  hypothesis  maintains
that the market's  subjective  probabii  ity  distrjbution of any  variable is
identical to the objective probabil'ity  d'i  stribution of that variable,
conditional on all  available  past infor-mation.  Under  natjonal expectations
an arbitrage condjtion  exists in that no unexploited  profit  opportunities
exist  in financjal markets. At the current price, market  partjcipants
cannot  expect  to earn  a higher-than-normal  rate of return by investing in a
particular  secur'ity.  To  give this  hypothesis  empirical content, a model  of
market  equilibrium  of interest rates is needed.
Following  Mishkin  [1983], we  assume  that,  for short-term  interest
rates, the one-period  ahead  forward  rate equals  the one-period  ahead
expected  short rate p'l  us a risk premium:
(1)  ._rF.=Er(rrlOr_r)*al,
and(Zl  d:=a^+a"  o.  . -.t  -  -t_i,
where:
rt=one-perjod  short-term  interest rate at time t,
a_rFr=forward  rate for the one-period  ahead  rate at time t  implied
by the yie)d curve  at t-1,
di=ri sk premium  for a_rF'
6t=a measure  of uncertainty  of short-rate movements,
0r_, = information  available at t-l.
Combining  the arbitrage condjtion implied  by rational expectations  with
thi s model  of market  equi  1  i  bri  um  gi  ves the fo1  i  owi  ng:
(3)  E(  r.-r_, F.-aO-a1dt  I  0t)=0,
which  states that rr-r_rF,  is  uncorrelated  with any  past available
information.  The  corresponding  efficient  markets  model  we  employ  makes  use
of the Iiquidity  preference  approach  to money  demand  as in Laidler [1985].
In thjs model  , interest rates are assumed  to be ielated to money  growth  as
well as to movements  in income  and  prices.  Therefore,  unanticipated
changes  in interest rates are hypothesized  to be the result of unexpected
movements  in each  of the following variables: money  growth;  growth  in
income;  and  inflation.  This leads  to the following estimation  equation:
(  4  )  rr=._,  F.-aO-  a  ror+Bm(  MGt-Mci  )
*By(  I  PGt-  r  PGi  )+Bo(  P.-Pl  )+e.  ,
whereI
MA  TDn  o =Arowth  rates of money,  industrial  production  (as a "-tr  -."t'  't  r
proxy  for  income)  and  prices, respectively,
MG:-  IPG9.  Pe=expected  growth  rates of money,  industrial ''-t'  ''-t'  'L -
productj  on and  prices, respectively,
B_, B..,  B^=coeff  icients.
INJP
As 14i  shkjn [1983]  points out, thjs  equation  js the effjcient-markets  analog
to the typical money-demand  relationship jn that it  js only when  new
information  hits the mar-ket  that r,  will  deviate from jts  expected  rate.
If  a liquidity  effect 'i  s present, then the coeffjcient on  money  growth,  Br,
is  negative.  In this  case,  unanticipated  increases  in money  lead, at least
in the short run, to declines  jn  interest rates.  Further, a
l iquidity-preference  vjew  hypothesizes  that the coefficients on Lhe  other
variables  are positive.  Unanticipated  increases  in real income  and
inflation  resuit in increases  in short lerm interest rates.
III.  EMPIRICAL  RESUTTS
Data
In estimating  equation  4, seasonal  ly adjusted,  quarterly data for the time
period 1959-1986  are used  for the following variables:
rt=90-day  Treasury  bill  rate,  last day  of the quarter;
lvllc=growth  rate of M1  , first  difference in logs;
I'l2G=growth  rate of M2,  first  difference in logs;
IPG=growth  rate of industrjal production,  first  difference in logs (as
a proxy  for  real income);
INF=jnflation  rate, first  difference in logs of CPi.6
These  data are obtained  from  the Board  of Governors  of the Federal  Reserve
system. Since  the central bank  can  more  closely control M1,  and  also since
M1  should  have  the most  jmmediate  impact  on short-term  jnterest rates, this
particular monetary  aggregate  might  be preferred.  In an effort  to
determine  the extent to which  the r"esults  are sensitive to the measure  of
money  used,  however,  estimates  of the parameters  of equation  4 are
attempted  usinq  both  Ml and  M2.
Forecasti  nq Equati  ons
The  expectations  variables are assumed  to be rational forecasts
obtained  from  linear forecasting  equations. To obtain estimates  of the
expectatjons  variabl  es, multivariate forecasting  equations  are formulatec
using  the Granger  [1969]  concept  of predictive quality.  That is,  each  of
the four variables, t'lic, f42G,  IPG  and  INF  was  regressed  on its  own  four
'lags,  plus four lags of each  of the other variables included  in the
estimatjon  equation,  plus four lags of each  of the following variables: the
unemployment  rate (URATE);  ra; balance  of payments  on current account
(CURRACCT);  growth  rate of real federal government  expenditures  (FEDEXP);
high employment  budget  surplus  (DEF);  and  the growth  rate of federal
government  interest-bearing  debt in the hands  of the public (DEBTG).  In
choosi  ng these  variabl  es, we  fo'l  lowed  Mi  shki  n [  1983]  and  al  so the
I iterature on reaction  functions IBarth, Sickles  and  Wiest, 1982].  That
is,  these  variables appear  to have  influenced  Federal  Reserve  behavior  and
would  possibly be used  in the formation  of expectations  by economic  agents.
The  four lags of each  of these  variables  were  retained in a forecastjng9
equation  only if  they were  jointly  significant at the fjve percent  leve1  .
Results  from  this  procedure  are reported  jn Table  1,  Sjnce  these  equations
contain lagged  dependent  variables, the Durb'in-|rlatson  test  statjstic  is
invalid.  Therefore,  we  employ  the test developed  by Breusch  [1977]  and
Godfrey  [1978]  (B-G)  to detect serjal correlation.  In each  case,  the
forecasting  equations  are found  to possess  serially  uncorrelated  error
terms.
Ri  sk Measure
The  measure  of uncertainty,  dt,  is constnucted  as the average
absol  ute change  in the Treasury  bill  rate over a number  of quarters.
Fo'l  lowing  Mishkin  [1983,  p. 85] the difference between  the spot and  forward
rate (r,-.  ,F.  ) was  reqressed  on measures  of o,.  The  besL  fit  was  obtaineo 'rr-t  f,,'  -  t
from  o, calculated  from  twelve  previous  quarters,  The  resuits are given
(s) (rr-r-rFa)=-0.000977-0.  56128  *o.
(0.0020)  (0.26?5)
Rz=O.05;  D-W=l  .535,  SSE=0.110,  **=significant  at 5%  level
This measure  of risk  is crude  in that it  is not based  explicitly  on any
utility-maximizing  behavior. A1so,  it  is assumed  that the manner  jn which
agents  evaluate  their  risk is constant  over time.  Therefore,  the empirical
results which  follow are reported  both  with and  without t,he  risk variable
included.  The  results are not substantivelv  affected if  this variable is
exc  I  uded  .10
Resul  ts
Equation  4 is estimated  using  the Banro  [1977]  two-step  procedure
which  enlails usjng  the resjdual  s from  the forecastjng  equations  as
independent  variables in equation  4.  A well known  shortcoming  with the
two-steD  Drocedure  is that it  fails  to account  for the fact that the
unobservable  regressors  have  been  estimated  in the calculation of the
parameters  and  standard  errors jn the second  step.  As a result,  the
second-step  standard  errors and  related test  statistjcs  are incorrect.
Unlike previous  research  in this  area  (Reichenstein  [1987]), we  use  the
procedure  oeveloped  by Murphy  and  Topel  [1985]  to obtajn the asymptotically
col'rect  covariance  matrix which  allows for valid statistical  inference.
Variations of equation  4 are estimated  in an attempt  to determine  how
robust the results are to the particular monetary  aggregate  chosen. A1  so,
in an effort  to determine  how  sensitive the results are to the risk
variable, oa (SIGMA),  we  report results both including  and  omjtting thjs
variable.  The  'initial  estimates  aooear  i  n Table  2.
Regardless  of the particuiar monetary  aggregate  chosen  or whether
or not the risk  variable is included,  a significant liquidjty  effect is
found.  That  is,  the coeffjcient on unanticipated  money  growth  is
significantly negative.  Further, the other variables  possess  thejr
hypothesized  signs  and  are statjstically  significant. 4'5
!eIs-|-s:ee!q$i!i!y
The  dependent  variable in the models  estimated  is,  in effect,  a
forecast error.  There  is no reason  to assume,  however,  that the variance11
of this  forecast erro|i  s constant  through  time.  Rational  expectations
requires on'ly  that,  on average,  market  participantsr forecasts  are correct.
In an effort  to determine  if  the variance  of the forecast error changes
over tjme, Glesjerrs [1969]  test  for heteroscedastjcity  is  undertaken. The
resuits from  these  tests are found  in Table  3 and indicate that it  is the
square  of the inflatjon  rate which  seems  to determine  the
heteroscedasticity. 0ther variables  were  tested, including  money  growth
and  money  growth  squared,  inflation,  unanticipated  money  growth,
unanticipated  money  growth  squared,  unanticipated  infiation  and
unanticipated  inf'lation squared. All  of these  variables  were  found  to be
insignificant.
Results  for the model  s corrected  for the presence  of
heteroscedasticity  using  rveighted  least squares  are found  in Table  4.  A
significant liquidity  effect is  sti1l  pnesent  when  M1  is used.  For the
broader  monetary  aggregate  however,  the empirical results now  fail  to show
a significant l  iquidity effect.
The  presence  of a significant Iiquidity  effect in the models
estimaLed  is jn contrast  to Mishkin  [1983]  and  Reichenstein  [1987]  both  of
whom  find no signif  icant 
'l 
iquidity  effect present.  Rejchenstein  estimated
his model  using  monthly  data.  It  could  be the case  that the Federal
Reservers  operating  horizon  is  longer  than one  month,  jn which  case  a
significant  Iiquidity  effect may  not be discovered  with monthly  data.
It  could  be argued  that t,he  presence  of a liquidity  effect is due
to a fundamental  change  in the manner  in whjch  economjc  agents  formuiate
expectations. Chow  tests were  conducted  on the regressions  generatjng12
expectatjons  of M1  growth  and  inflation.  It  was  assumed  that a break
occurred  beginning  in 1980  to coincjde  v,/ith  the change  in Fed  operating
procedures  undertaken  at that Ljme.  It  was  also jn 1980  that transactions
deposjts  began  paying  jnterest nationwide. For  both variables, a
significant F statistic,  2.56 for !11c!  and  2.68 for P[, indicated  a
structural change  occurred  in the decade  of the 1980rs. Further  evidence
that a change  in inflationary expectations  may  have  occurred  is  presented
in Table  5.  Following  l4ehra  [1985], the Livjngston  survey  measure  of
inflationary expectations  is regressed  against  money  growth  and  current and
past inflation.  It  can  be seen  that the coefficient of money  growth  on
inflationary expectations  increases  substantially from  the 1960rs  to the
1970rs. The  decade  of the 1980's, however,  finds money  growth  to be
insignificant as an explanatory  var  iable in the formation  of inflatjonany
expectations. This is not surpri  sing given  the unprecedented  decline in
velocity which  has  characterjzed  much  of the 1980's.
IV. CONCLUSION
Empirical  research  on the relationship between  changes  in money
growth  and  short-term  interest fates indicates that the relationsh'ip  varies
over time.  Est'imates  of the magnitude  and  duration of the short-term
iiquidity  effect reveal that both factors can  change  when  estimated  over
different  t.ime  periods.  Evidence  obtained  through  the 1960rs  supports  a
negative  and  signifjcant short-term  Iiquidity  effect with a time lag
between  the initial  decline in interesL rates and  subsequent  reversal
ranging  from  a few  months  to more  than a yean.  In contrast, estimates  ofl5
the relationship between  accelerated  money  growth  and  short-term  jnterest
rates from  the 1970rs  through  the early 1980rs  revealed  either no
significant relationship between  changes  in money  growth  and  nominal
interest rate movements  or a considerably  shortened  duration of lower
nominal  rates.  Evidence  reported  in thjs  paper  suggests  that this
relationship again  changed  in the 1980r  s.  Estimates  of the short-term
fiquidity  effect obtained  with data extended  to include i983 through  1986
again  reveal a negative  and  significant relationship between  unanticipated
changes  in money  growth  and  short-term  interest rates.  This altered
relatjonship appears  to reflect  the impact  of changes  in Federal  Reserve
operating  procedures  in lale  1982  together  wjth an apparent  change  in the
measured  relationship between  inflatjon  and  money  growth.
Us  i  ng a rati onal expectati  ons--effi  cj  ent markets  approach,  thi  s
paper  finds a signifjcant ljquidjty  effect associated  wjth an expansionary
monetary  pol  icy.  5everal specifications are estjmated  jn an effort  to
resolve  potential difficulties  associated  with both the appropriate  measuie
of money  to be used  as well as the risk varjable employed. Further,
potential econometric  probiems  including simultaneity  and
heteroscedasticity  are addressed. Finally,  unl  ike previous  work  employing
the two-step  procedure,  the estimation  technique  used  here  accounts  for the
fact that the unobservable  regressors  are measured  with error,  thus
allowing  for valid statistical  inference.  In all  cases,  unanticipated
increases  in money  growth  lead to declines jn short-term  interest rates.
0ne  possib'le  explanation  for the reemergence  of the liquidity  effect may
lie  in the changing  pattern of expectatjons  formation  due  to changes  in14
Federal  Reserve  operating  procedures  as welI as recent unprecedented
decl  i  nes  jn velocity.
An 'interestjng  extension  of the model  may  lie  jn a more  formal
specification of the risk variable.  It  is  somewhat  crude  to suppose  that
risk permia  are constant  over tjme.  En91e  [1982]  and  Eng1e,  Lilien and
Robins  [1987]  offer a techn.ique  that allows for nonconstant  liquidity  or
risk  permia  in an effort  to obtain more  eff  ic'ient parameter  estimates.  Use
of the ARCH  or ARCH-i4  model  s in estimating  the effects of policy changes  on
'i  nterest rates would  possibly  allow for a more  formal  treatment  of
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NOTE:  StandardTABLE  2
ESTIMATES  OF  EFFICIENT  I4ARKETS-RATIONAL  EXPECTATIONS  MODELS
1959  -  1986
Coefficients  of:
rvroder  constant  (M1G-M1#)  (M2G-!t2c9)  (rpc-rpd)  (rNF-rNFq)  srcMA  F
A  -0.0011  -0.2993**  0.3152*  0,5525** _0.4344  2.23*
(0.0032)  (0.1448)  (0.06e4)  (0.2436)  (0.2767)
2
R' = 0.26; D-l,l  = 1.53
B  -0.0013  -0.5657*  0.3287*  0.4347  -0.5056** 1.98*
(0.0027)  (0.1537)  (0.0658)  (0.2335)  (0.2e20)
R2  = 0.33;  D-W  = 1.652
c  -0.0047* -0.2861*
(0.0024) (0.1416)
R2  = 0.2185;  D-t,l  = 1.497
D  -0.0047*
(o.oo22)
nZ  - 0.27;  D-W  = 1.591
0.3003*  0.5366**
(0.0640  )  (0.2370)
-0.5020*  0.3042*  0.4358
(0.1507)  (o.05ee)  (0.2300)
2.45*
2.L8*
NOTE: * = significantly different from  zero  at the 1%  level
** = significantly different from  zero  at the 5%  level













GLESJER  TEST  FOR  HETEROSCEDASTICITY
=  0.0046  +  6.6511  * CPISQ
(0.0008)  (2.2082)
* =  0.0004  +  0.1899  * CPISQ
(0.0003  )  (0.0646)
** =  0.0046  +  5.2602  * CPISQ
(0.0008) (1.ee13)
* =  0.00004  +  0.1518 * CPISQ
(0.00002)  (0.0572)
=  o.oosi*  +  5.5343*  * CPISQ
(0.0008)  (2.0572)
* =  0.00004  +  0.1631  * CPISQ
(o.  oooo2  )  (0.0643  )
*** =  0.0052  +  4.411? * CPISQ
(0.0008) (1.e83e)
*** =  0.00005 +  0.1229  * CPISQ
(0.000002  )  (o.o5e5)
= absolute  value  of residual
= residual  squ  a  red
= inflatjon rate squared
= significantly different from  zero  at
= significantly different from  zero  to
1%  I  evel
5%  level
Standard  Errors in Pare  nthesesTABLE  4
MODELS  CORRECTED  FOR  HETEROSCEDASTICITY
Model  constant  (Mlc-Mld)  (NZe-ree9)  (rpG-rp€)  (rNF-rNFg)  srcMA








D  -0  .0098*  2  .3918*  0.3108*  0  .7450*
(0.0002)  (0.1086)  (0.0152)  (0.0888)
NOTE: * = significantly different from  zero  at the 1%  level
Standard  Errors  in Parentheses
0.2857*  0.1891  -1.5041*
(o.056s)  (o.14oe)  (0.1324)
-0.1205  0.2534*  O.2717  -1..7643*
(0.1305)  (0.074e)  (0.16e1)  (0.138e)FOOTNOTES
See  Rol  ey [1983,  1987]
See  Muth  [1961]  and  Mishkin  [1983]  for a discussion  about  the rapid
adiustment  in inflationary expectatjons  whjch  may  occur, particularly in
hi  gh-i  nfl  ati  on tjme periods.
In the fall  of 1982,  the Federal  Reserve  switched  fnom  targeting
nonborrowed  reserves  to a borroh,ed  reserve  tarqet.  Such  a reqime  is
closely related to targeting the federal funds  rate.  See  Gooifriend  and
Whel  pl  ey [  1986]  .
The  F vaiues  in the last column  of Table  2 are the test statistics  of the
cross-equation  constraints impl  ied by rational expectations  and  market
effjciency IMishkin,  pp. 50-51].  Significant test statistics  in each  of
the model  s can nesult.  from  either a failure  of rational  ity  or of the
model  of market  equilibrium  employed.  As  lYjshkin  [1983,  p. 87] points
out, the crude  risk variable (and  its  exclusjon)  could  give rise to
misspecification  in the model  of market  equilibrium.  Thus,  it  seems  more
plausible to attribute the significant F statistics  to model
misspecification  rather than a failure of market  efficiency.  Sjnce  the
Durbin-Vjatson  statistics  are jn the jnconclusjve  ranger  the model  s vJere
also estimated  after  correcting for the presence  of first-order  serial
correlation.  The  results were  not appreciably  affected.  That is,  a
significant liquidity  effect is present  in all  four model  s and  the other
variables  retain their hypothesized  sign and  are significant.
l4i  shkin [1983,  p.80]  points out a potential problem  in the model  s  _
estjmated.  If  the money  supply  process  is  not exogenous  then these
equations  suffer from  simultaneous  equation  bias.  As a result, the
estimates  couid  give mi  sleading  impressions  regarding  the impact  of
unanticipated  money  growth  on interest rates,  In an effort  to resolve
any  possible  simultaneity,  the models  are estimated  us'ing  instrumental
variables for the unanticipated  money  growth  terms.  The  instruments  used
are lagged  values  of the variables in the original equations,  such  as
I  agged  unant.ici  pated  money  growLh,  I  agged  unanti  ci  pated  i  nfl  ati  on  , etc.
Once  again, alI  four model  s estimated  confirm  the presence  of a
sign'i  ficant liquidity  effect  in that unanticjpated  money  growth  is
significantly  negatively  correlated  tvjth jnterest rate movements.LITERATURE  CITED
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